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It's time to cook up some creativity!You're invited to a fanciful feast of color, textures and luscious

layers that will tempt even the most discriminating painter's palette. Whether you love experimenting

with your own flavors, or following a recipe to a 'T,' Flavor of Mixed Media will be your guide to

handcrafting some of your most delectable works of art yet! Artist Mary Beth Shaw will share her

mixed media painting techniques for working with color, incorporating many different textures,

creating multiple layers, developing a distinct flavor and making all sorts of clever combinations.In

addition to home-style favorite such as collage tips and tricks, and inspiring works by "dinner guest"

artists, other things you'll sample from this menu include:How to experiment with color mixing and

develop your own tasty triadsAchieving texture with unusual tools such as a cheese grater or

stencils or "icing"Clever new ways to use what's already in your art-making pantryCreating depth to

your work with cutout shapes or PlexiglasDoodling bookmaking, collagraph printing, actual food

recipes and more! Clear off the counter and get cooking! Let Flavor for Mixed Media tempt your

"palette" today.
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This book containes recipes, hence the reference to a meal. They're not recipes to create mixed

media surfaces, but to cook real food. There are also cooking analogies scattered about (calling the

place you keep your supplies a "pantry," for example), as well as a "guest list" featuring well known

mixed media artists, who provide "tabletalk." So the food is a big theme here. If you are the sort of

reader who enjoys finding recipes in, say, your mystery books, you won't have a problem with this.



As one who would have liked to learn more from and about the talented author, I found it

gratuitous.Aside from the food recipes, the rest of the book contains a slew of

step-by-exhaustive-step mixed media recipes for creating background surfaces. The materials

required rival the warehouse of a gourmet spice retailer (and many of the materials are just as

expensive) . What exactly one is supposed to DO with these laboriously crafted background

surfaces is not addressed, which I found enormously disappointing. As a well respected artist, the

author undoubtedly could have shared valuable guidance on design. What a shame that she did

not.If a level of complementary information was supposed to be provided by the invited guests, they

didn't come through. The guests' commentaries are mostly vague and rather rambling, and I never

could figure out why they were included. What they had to say is far more suitable to the feature

articles in the magazines where they seem to be endlessly (and more thoughtfully) published. Their

appearances in this book brings nothing new to the table, so to speak.This book had real possibility,

I felt, but it didn't even begin to reach its potential. While a feast for the eyes is always a good thing,

I do wish this book had delivered nutrition as well.

Having never taken a class from Mary Beth, this book gives the reader a glimpse in to her amazing

creative world. Not only does Mary Beth share with you her unique viewpoint of creating color and

texture, but also shares her inspiration of other artists (Misty Mawn, Katie Kendrick & John

Hammons to name a few) as well as culinary recipes from everyone. What an amazing combination!

Congratulations on a truly stunning and well put together book, Mary Beth... it's beautiful!!!!!

I just got my copy of MaryBeth's new book and started reading the moment it arrived-right before

dinner! Let's just say dinner was a tad late that night because mom was busy looking through the

gorgeous artwork and layout of this book. Luckily there are some recipes sprinkled throughout so I

could say I was 'working on dinner'. The approach to texture and layering is something every mixed

media artist can benefit from. The author uses some fun techniques that can easily be incorporated

with things you already may do to further enhance and develop your own art. This is a truly beautiful

and helpful book to add to your collection.

The idea of mixing mixed media techniques and cooking recipes is novel but I felt the food imagery

needed to be developed more. Other than the use of food terms like "feast for the eyes/senses",

"flavor", "what's in your pantry" (suggestions for alternative things to try), "ingredients" (materials), I

was often left wondering how the references to food added to the book, even if I appreciated the



recipes and thoughts on eating and cooking.The book is divided into different "courses": color,

texture, layers, flavors (styles), combination (mixing supplies, techniques). In short write-ups, author

Mary Beth Shaw introduces 15 guest artists then goes on to explore different techniques and create

works inspired by them. The techniques and projects featured include 3D painting, collage painting,

using text in an abstract way, working with a clayboard and painting without paint. Many I've seen in

other art books but the step-by-step instructions here are very clear and extremely well illustrated

with photographs. Some of the materials and media used are very interesting although not readily

found in most homes, for instance plexi, wood icing and clayboards.Flavor for Mixed Media is quite

a good how-to book although the artistic recipes are not really fresh. I did like Shaw's approachable

writing style and how she personalized each project. There are also some useful tips sprinkled

throughout the book.

This book is an absolute MUST HAVE!!! I have lots (and I mean LOTS!) of art books. Most of them I

initially skim as soon as I get them, flagging pages of interest to go back to. In "Flavor for Mixed

Media" I would have to flag every page! This is one of the select few books that I am reading each

and every page from cover to cover. You won't regret this purchase. It's a keeper!

I enjoyed this book. It gave me many ideas for creation of mixed media projects. As with all things

mixed media, get your pocketbook out as these art projects do require some capital investment to

get the results that the author lays out in the book. Having said all that, I like both the work and the

descriptions of techniques.

I highly recommend this to everyone. it's got some really good techniques in here, presented by

different artists. I found some new techniques, and I have been a mixed media artist for a long time.

Great job, Mary Beth!
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